Numerical modeling of fluid and oxygen exchanges through microcirculation for the assessment of microcirculation alterations caused by type 2 diabetes.
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM2) is frequently accompanied by microcirculation complications, including structural and functional alterations, which may have serious effects on substance exchanges between blood and interstitial tissue and the health of organs. In this paper, we aim to study the influence of microcirculation alterations in DM2 patients on fluid and oxygen exchanges through a model analysis. A fluid flow and oxygen transport model were developed by considering the interplay between blood in capillary network and interstitial tissue. The two regions were separately represented by 1D network model and 3D volume model, and the immersed boundary method (IBM) was adopted to solve fluid and mass transfer between these two regions. By using the model, the steady flow field and the distributions of oxygen in capillary network and surrounding tissue were firstly simulated. In the interstitial volume, fluid pressure and oxygen tension decreased with the increase of distance from the network; in the network, oxygen tension in blood plasma dropped from 100 mm Hg at the entrance to about 40 mm Hg at the exit. We further tested several structural and functional disorders related to diabetic pathological conditions. Simulated results show that the impaired connectivity of the network could result in poor robustness in maintaining blood flow and perfused surface; under high fluid permeability conditions of capillary walls, the pressure gradient was much larger around the capillary bed, and this alteration led to a saturation level of the interstitial pressure when lymphatic flow drainage can't work effectively; the variations in network connectivity and permeability of capillary wall also had unfavorable influence on oxygen distributions in interstitial tissue. In addition, when the oxygen releasing capacity of hemoglobin was confined by glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1) in the case of diabetes, the plasma could not be complemented with adequate oxygen and thus the hypoxic tissue range will be extended. This study illustrates that when microcirculation disturbances, including the structure of capillary network, the wall osmosis property and the capacity of blood binding oxygen occur in DM2, some negative impacts are raised on microvascular hemodynamics and metabolism circumstance of interstitial tissue.